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Innovative Ship Design: Implications Pacific Rim.
Shipping
Shipowners in the liner ttades over the years know that financial returns in shipping are
cyclical and irregular, tending to rise and fill with world ttade flows. The cyclical
nature of shipping reflects the fact that shipping is a service industty and prices (freight
rates/charter rates) are derived in the product market. Frequently it has been necessary
to ride out the bad times when trade was suffering due to recessionary forces while
awaiting the upturn and a return to profitable voyages
Astute owners would invest in new shipping when prices for new buildings and the
second hand niarket were low during ttade cycle ttoughs. When world ttade is down
there is a fall in demand for shipping so the prices of ships themselves fill. This
inveslInent was timed hopefully so that ships would come on line just as the market
began to pick up thus ensuring for the owners' greater profitability from IQwer capital
costs A new ship usually takes at least a year from order to delivery Owners could
make additional profits by selling their older tonnage at a profit just as their new ships
were coming on line. This is a variation of the old "buy in gloom, sell in boom" rule
Well that was the theory The cmrent recession in liner shipping has been an extended
one especially from the point of view of the long established lines in the western world
Many old established owners have ships in their fleets which ar'e approaching 15 to 20+
years old. The median age of container vessels has increased from 0 - 4 years in 1973
to 5 .. 9 years in 1983 and 10 - 14 years in 1992 See Appendices
Although in liner shipping, vessels are not the sailing "time bombs" waiting for the bow

to fall off as did the tanker, Kirki, or disappear without ttace as have 6 bulk carriers off
the coast of Western Austtalia during the period January 1990 to August 1991, many
liner ships are reaching the end of their productive life
Replacement inveslInent must happen eventually although many of the older container
ships have extended lives through re-engining or "jurnboising" What is stopping many
current shipowners from "biting the bullet" What will be the spark that ignites this new
investment sUIge?
The shipping industty is fundamental to the world's economy as shipping cmrently
carries 80% of all world ttade. Ships as we know are extremely capital intensive and
therefore should be an important lending area for banks and other financial institutions
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However, the high risk perception of the industry by financiers has meant that raising
funds to buy ships has become more difficult in recent years Ships can be moved from
one market to another As the ship itself is a moveable tangible asset, in theory it
should be viewed by the fmancier to be "safer than houses" One problem lies with the
fact that ships because of the of their "moveable" nature are indeed not subject to any
one legal jurisdiction The financier is thus extra wary that the asset may be confiscated
for a number of reasons in a country where the legal system may be unsympathetic to
claims by the owners
Demand for shipping does fluctuate with world trade flows and has increased roughly
in parallel with growth in world GNP Indeed a recent analysis of the largest 11
container carriers has shown that there has been a 8% pa growth in TEUs carried since
1987, although the carriers' return on assets have averaged only 0.4% (Adams,1992)
The principle problem for tIaditionalliner fleet owners has been on the supply side with
narional presrige being a contributing factor whereby many emerging nations have
sought to build their own shipping fleets through generous government grants and
shipbuilder subsidies. This has added to the length of the recessionary cycle in the
industry by creating over tonnaging, driving down freight rates and thus operating cash
flows.. Yards have offered very competitive prices to fill their order books. Older ships
instead of being scrapped have been available at bargain basement prices, encouraging
new operators to enter the market The existence of FOes has extended the working life
of sub-standard ships by allowing re-registration simply by changing the registry
Established lines' profitability has fallen thereby restricting their ability to fund new
replacement tonnage and so many have maintained their services with aging fleets
In answer to this vicious cycle ship operatOIs have sought to lower their opemting costs
even more - the lowering of operating costs increases profitability" There are a number
of ways to achieve this For example they can "lean" on port and ternrinal operators for
cheaper rates or perhaps manning can be reduced. These no doubt will improve the
situation marginally However without a major technological change in ship design or
cargo handling the main avenue open to shipowners is through increasing the cargo
carrying capacity of their ships as have the carriers in the tarIker and dry bulk sector.
Investment in large container ships in the range of 4000+ TEU, particularly for around
the world services by some big operatOIs has occurred in recent years, Pushing to the
linrit the concept of econonries of scale P&O has proposed a post panamax 6000 TEU
vessel Evergreen stated that they believed that a 20 000 lEU would be in service by
the year 2000 (Mulrenan,1993) The vessel would never actually come into port but
would be serviced off the port by feeder and bunker ships. Perhaps a little in the realms
of science fiction
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In fact Australia has been well represented in innovative ship design over the last three
decades, The Kooringa was the fIrst custom designed container vessel in ihe world and
went into service on the Australian coast in May 1964 Productivity gains were
incredible. The round voyage time between Melbourne and Fremantle was reduced from
30 to 14 days Eight permanent men in Melbourne and 6 permanent men in Fremantle
replaced 100 men generally employed for a 3\6 day week Cargo handling costs, as a
percenrage of toral costS, fell from 425% for breakbulk operations to 8%
(Stoneharn,1970)
The new hatchcoverless container vessel is not just a conventional container ship without
"lids", The concept involves not only the deletion of hatchcovers and coamings, but has
as well a radical change in hull design The fIrst ship built to this new design was the
"Bell Pioneer" owned by European Conrainer Shipping, ECS" It went into service in
October 1990 and has generated a remarkable improvement in profirability for its
owners" Ihe 30 I TEU capacity ship was designed for short sea trading, It has reduced
port turnaround times, increased voyages per year and has significantly lowered labour
and port costs

Technical Aspects
In conventional cootainership operations the practice is to carry a significant percentage
of the containers mounted over hatehcovers, This practise exposes the units to damage
from racking forces and weather and involves expensive twistlocking and lashing All
upper tiers ar'e exposed to the elements and overside losses occur The number of
containers lost due to this aspect of ship operation has caused concern for insW'ers" The
motivation for stacking containers on deck is economies of scale but many factors
associated with this practice increase the operating costs of the ship and reduce
fOI~the shipowner

The ability to stack containers on hatch covers increases in relation to the
ship Modern large container ships such as the post-Panamax C-1O
belonging to American President Lines have the capacity to carry 4300 cOlnrainers
tiers of eight high below the hatch covers and five high stacked over the hatch
The str'ength and hence the weight of the hatch covers has now reached the point
hatchcover weights are at the maximum lifting capacity of shore cranes, Increasing
srack size to theit safety limit has meant that either shore cranes lifting capa,:ity
have to increase or the hatchcovers will have to be reduced to cover only one
cells, The effect of these restrictions is to increase cargo handling times
based cranes have to remove the hatchcovers and land them ashore t~~P;~:~~~g
cargo handling time lost due to the crane movements in removing and
covers will be a function of the number of covers to be removed. In the
United Srates Line's American New York no less then 57 pontoon covers
handled in this way (Ellis, Gillies,Fisher and WitlWer,(1990) The stacked cOllrainers
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automatic bilge pumping arrangements, as well as connections to the ballast pumping
system to deal with accumulated spray or rain O! to cope with a damage situation (Ellis
et al,1990)..
The operating experience of the Bell Pioneer has shown that other than for test purposes,
the main pumping system has never had to be operated while the snip pumps have been
use for only 2% of the time including initial and routine testing (McDerrnott,1992).
despite the ship encountering regularly force 10 weather conditions

Cargo Handling Efficiency

The Bell Pioneer serves five ports between Ireland, the UK and Continental Europe,
operating with a crew of 7 The accessibility of the container cells has resulted in
substantial savings in total port time With conventional designs multiport operations
often necessitates overstowing cargo which can cause extra. delay-and additional cost.
During the reloading process the hold must be fJlled firsr. A heavy container delivered
late must be stowed on the hatch creating an adverse stability factO!
In the absence of hatchcovers the movement of cargo is facilitated since once a single
cell is empty the crane can retwn a container in every subsequent movement The design

will allow the placement of heavy containers low in the ship with the ntinimum of
movements thus avoiding the need for vessels to carry any water ballast The
commercial advantage of this is obvious Computer simulations have shown that it is
possible that an "open" vessel carrying 56 containers in an athwarthship cell bay would
load the entire bay in 64 cycles as against 94 cycles in a conventional container ship
(Ellis and Wittwer, 1992)
There ate 4 holds on the Bell Pioneer with one hold fitted with conventional steel
tight hatchcovers to satisfy some of their customers who had always stipulated
deck stowage". Number 2 and 3 hold are divided ntid length by skeletal bullkheacls
which provide access to the controls of all refrigerated containers and to the tank
the skeletal bulkheads are fitted with sockets for thirty power sockets in two hold
thirty in three hold
Cell guides extend vertically upwards from tank top to just above coarning
ShOIl sea comainer trades containers may be handled in and out of cells on a daily
so the cell guides are of prefabricated construction and are designed to be sut,stanti,ally
more robust than naditional angle iron guides thus minimising potential
stoppages caused by distoIled guides (McDermott,1992). With the flelubility
prefabricated cell guides a mix of twenty or fOlly foot containers can be
possible to convert to any configuration or size easily should any other· length be,:onl~
standard. In conventional containerships any modification to the standard will
major reconstruction of guides and hatchcovers. The possibility of cOlntain<"sjarom~g
in cell guides is obviated by the installation of an Intering heel-correction
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Simulated Case Study
Comparison of a "simulated" 1000 TEU containership service - short haul compared
with a hatchless ship of similar capacity

750 IEUs each way

Average load
Voyage data

Standard ship

Hatehless ships

Port

8 days

6 days

Sea

14

14

Iotal

22

20

Voyage expenses
$60000

600

Port charges

12000

9600

Fuel

100 00

100 000

315000

286000

Container costs

95000

95000

Management

45000

45000

$1 275 000

$1 222000

Cargo expenses

Charter

I ala! operating costs
Savings per voyage
Voyages/year

$53000

or

163

4.2%
180

or lOA % increase in vessel producitivity

Notes
approximately 75% of port charges are time serlsitive.
Thus an Average port cost of $30 000 per call
by an amount according to a formula
4 x[(30 - 6)075 + 6] x $1 000

1

POtt charges:

2

Charter rate is calculated at the rate of SUS 10 OOO/day
Exchange rate $AI = $USO 70
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